From tailored transportation management to analysis, reporting, and invoicing, Phalanx Logistics is
committed to providing impactful solutions while we assist Landmark Plastic in effective cost
management without sacrificing service.
Through our “Driven for You, Fueled by Us” initiative, we deliver heightened accessibility, visibility, and
confidence in all transportation options, ensuring that freight never stops moving for Landmark.

Our Proposal
We’re proud to have secured the most
aggressive pricing agreements, and contract
review schedules, so we can offer low prices
without excessive rate changes throughout
the year
Quarterly, Semi-Annual, and Annual volumebased rebate plans are available (based on
paid invoices), enabling additional savings
than those listed in the graph
Every invoice is itemized, and assessorial
fees are contractually outlined, never
including an “Other” category. Invoices are
thoroughly audited, working to guarantee
accuracy, prior to submission to Landmark.
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Implementation Timeline*
Finalize
SOW & Set
Start Date

Operating &
Contingency SOPs
Completed 5 Days

Go-Live with
On-Site Assistance
15-30 days

Continued Phalanx
Support & Reviews
Scheduled

Guardians of Freight
Phalanx Logistics aims to become an extension of your logistics department. Every shipment has an integrated
FireTeam of dedicated individuals monitoring transportation from tender to invoice to become the guardian of
each transaction.
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Landmark's dedicated FireTeam will be a single source for all dynamics of execution while providing seamless
service, communication, and reporting with one phone number, one email, and 24/7/365 support.
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